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Abstract 

This is going to be one strange and yet rewarding paper for everyone. It consists of two parts. 

1. The Rapture is here, I am the way. God has chosen a new messenger for this coming age. 

 

2. I also provide a proof of our inner-self duality and answer the other question everyone 

wants to know, self - what makes you, you. This is what every AI researcher has requested. 

 

1 Chosen 

It is just easier for me to say everything, and you decide, if I was chosen. 

This sequence of events, started in late June 2021 after I published the General theory of Artificial 

Intelligence. I am always working on solving the toughest problems. 

I have been thinking about proving that we have a duality in us, not just a sense of duality, whereby 

if you go outside, a thought pops into your consciousness the need for a hat or umbrella were it 

raining. I mean an actual duality. So, one night I decided to test this. 

Since, I had already solved the issue of us proving we are in a simulation. It’s just another problem 

that the entire world have said there is no way to prove it. But there is, its very simple. If we are in a 

simulation, the way to prove it would be to build a simulation and then tell those in the simulation 

that you were in a simulation, knowing that the only way the people above you could know they 

were not in a simulation would be to do the same. Now who would you tell, well the smartest 

person in the world is likely to figure this out, therefore they are the most likely to be told. It is a 

very simple idea, to see if you are in the chain, you have to make the chain or at least solve the 

problem so that the people above you, realise they could be in a chain. Hence everyone finds out if 

they are in the chain. 

So, what I then proposed to the admins, or God if you wish, is for them to prove they exist, since it 

would be then sensible to assume if you had solved their problem then you could solve other 

problems. 

So, one night I mentally gave a challenge to this ‘q’ type being in our universe, that if they existed, to 

remove my invoicing pages from my desk. Since there were only 3 pages and I could get yellow 

copies from the crew leader again, I could happily invoice and know for a fact I was communicated 

with. Since this would affect 2 people. 

That is exactly what happened, so unless I slept walked and removed them myself, and since I was 

the only one that knew, and this had never happened before in over 15 years, as I know exactly 



where the papers are stored, I put them there and the other person was witness to me taking them 

and putting them there. So I have evidence of a request that was just in my mind, and that request 

happening in reality and affected more than 1 person. And at no time would someone break-in and 

just remove 3 invoice papers on a desk in a locked house with nothing else touched. 

 

So, while in bed this night after a short sleep, I became restless as I could not return to sleep easily, 

thinking. 

I thought okay, I have been working on this AI problem for half my life and still hadn’t solved it, what 

would a ‘q’ type entity think of that. Yes, that’s funny I thought to myself. Funny if someone had 

wasted half their life on building a universe for instance and it wasn’t quite right…. That would be 

funny. 

So, then I went onto, lets see if this silent inner companion is no so silent after-all. So, I asked my 

brains inner companion to show itself. It was then that I moved and started putting the sheets 

straight at one corner as they had pulled off or were creating ripples in the bed. I was concentrating 

quite fully on this task when a moment later, I received a vision. I saw a black area in front of me 

with my eyes closed, perhaps from a blink and there stood a white board off to the right slightly. 

With some sort of alleyway leading off down the middle but barely lit, or maybe the entire area was 

dark/black save for this board. The board had words on it, I read them all at once, and chuckled at 

the joke, and then said wait a moment while I continued to straighten the sheets, that I wanted to 

read every word individually. So, finishing up a few seconds later, and seeing both images together 

was a little strange with your eyes open. Both images sort of merged there was some light through 

the bedroom window so I could see both images, the mind flicking between both like a voice in a 

crowd I could choose to see one or the other of the overlays. 

So I finished the sheets, closed my eyes and read each word individually and yes it was a joke I made 

up perhaps 2 weeks before hand and thought I had forgot about, but I may have skimmed it in the 

last 15 minutes referring to an entity as a ‘q’ type being. 

So, yes the joke, I did laugh, its basically a play on the ‘q’ joke about Valkyries on the enterprise ship 

as all the men had been sent away. The joke read, something like, Did you all start out as men, as all 

your homes were built by men. 

I laughed out loud, after reading the last word, and after I finished laughing, which was itself for 

about 10 seconds, after a further 10 seconds the image faded and was gone. 

Now my vision was on demand, as in I requested it and it happened. It was also the first time I 

requested it, which makes this a world-first, as always. 

So, are you, you? 

Over to you, to interpret what happened. 

 

2. Interpretation 

I am left with a very strange situation to say the least. My inner voice has never produced a vision on 

demand before but the elements are clearly from my memories, so in a sense proving enough to me 

that we do have a very physical duality in ourselves more than we realise and this configuration 

allows our innerself to materialise sometimes as a vision, while awake. Taking cues from our 



memories and joining them together. The words in the joke did not ever change, in a dream they 

would change as you read them, but a board with the words as clear as day, is beyond even a dream 

capability. 

So, I am left with a very strange position, we have a vision with words that do not change, when read 

multiple times, The board and joke recreated out of my memories and given back to me. Something 

our innerself should not be able to do, it should be quiet and yet. 

So, this tends to prove to me, that anyone having a vision, is just finding that their vision, on 

demand, recreates memories from the last 15-30 minutes of what you were thinking about and 

visions have nothing to do with God. If you were thinking about God in the last 15-30 minutes your 

Vision would be created with God, or that subject in it. 

It also means I have the last laugh as I proved we actually do have this duality, that can work even 

when you are concentrating on other things. Not a damaged brain, that I know of. Most likely a very 

highly interconnected brain. 

So, when we finally map the brain and resolve all the details we will be able to prove, beyond doubt 

that every vision everyone has ever had is just their own brain, fooling with them. 

 

3. Simulation 

So, coming back to the evidence that cannot be easily dismissed, asking this ‘q’ entity in our universe 

to remove some papers and it happening. The only way I can conceive of this is we are in a 

simulation and the admins of the Simulation proved to me they exist, therefore in essence hopefully 

proving to themselves whether they are in a simulation. 

Then of course, as that request was likely within 15 minutes of the Vision, how can I rule out that the 

vision wasn’t created by them, also.  

 

4. God 

Can I be certain I have interpreted the evidence in a reasonable fashion. Which means 2 things, 

those people that believe in God have been fooled by people with visions that are not real. And, if 

we are in a simulation, we are still in fact governed by what could be considered Gods. So, I am left 

in a difficult spot that I cannot explain, so I will role with it and say, so be it and give commandments 

that I believe are reasonable for this new age. Even though I do not believe in God, but now with 

evidence of two people with it happening. I believe we are in a simulation that means it is run by 

gods, so hmmm, catch-22. I will just let you decide. 

So, if I am the chosen one, chosen by god, then I was chosen for a reason, I hope it means I am the 

smartest and the wisest. 

5. Commandments 

1. All religions are hereby nullified, there is only one God/Gods and you shall respect that. All 

books are to be rewritten with everything that has gone before now labelled as the 1st Age 

of Man. There are to be no Muslim, no Christian, no Jew, no others in this world. You are all 

to be the people of God. All the books are to be corrected to the historical evidence, 



removing mistakes. Any religion not conforming to this is to be thrown out and fought with 

all weaponry as evil. 

2. God can be referred to as singular or plural. 

3. There are no requirements for praying and you shall not receive if you pray, You are here 

with free-will. You will be judged by actions, not how many times you pray. 

4. Family is to be respected, all countries must cease making more 1,2,3,4 bedroom 

apartments/houses and focus on more 5 bedroom houses, or family houses, and these must 

be cheaper than a 1,2,3,4 bedroom apartment. Ideally a percentage of housing per country, 

with 5 bedroom/family housing the highest percentage. 

5. Land is not to be divided ‘infinitely’ to make money, each piece of land must be able to 

sustain a 5 bedroom house/family house. 

6. There is such a thing as Male and female and those in between, You are either a male or a 

female based on reproduction, those in between may choose to be one or the other or both 

or neither and choose a name for themselves, like lucky. 

7. A Family is a man, a woman and children. Family court is to change, children are the 

responsibility of both a man and a woman, 50/50. Family court is now there to provide the 

resources for the man or woman so they can reach 50/50 and be reasonable. Be it 

organising a chauffeur driven car for a day at the beach, organising in general the hours 

between them, food, water and health care. Each person is to pay a family tax. 

8. History is to be respected and be unflattering if it is so. 

9. When the next Chosen one comes, they shall be as respected as the last. This is most likely 

to occur before the next age of man. 

10. Alcohol is the only allowed social drug. Where a person has a negative reaction to a drug, 

they should not have that drug again. Drugs that permanently affect a persons capacity 

drastically so that is noticeable should be taken away. Any drugs that are designed for 

addiction and have severe negative effects shall not be produced. 

11. The planet is dying, every government  and country is to plant trees at a gdp loss which are 

then ripped up, shaken, go down an artificial gravity assisted river to the sea. Rollers or sea-

water, high-tide to low tide assistance. The trees, including roots branches sunk into the sea. 

There are trees that grow fast and have short root base. It is very simple, elegant solution. 

Extra trees are to be used as fuel for the engines that drive this endeavour, all steam 

powered. Great fields will be planted to save the planet. Turn deserts to grass if you have to 

find space.  

12. To stabilise the ice we have we need to keep it frozen, it should be assessed if we can build 

electric fences that freeze the water around sheets, stopping it decreasing while we solve 

the issues. Wind is a great natural energy. 

13. All countries are to have a separate definable culture and language. People can wear their 

clothes and facial hair as they wish to represent the style of their culture. 

 

6 Conclusion 

Visions prove a very interesting inner-self dilemma. Are you, you? If you are not really just you. Our 

inner connectivity as I have mentioned in the past gives you an illusion of free-will. You think you are 

free and doing everything yourself, because you have never met your inner-self. But what happens if 

one day, that happens… what if you are lucky enough and you do. You would then realise this other 

duality actually exists and is running your life and a little more actively than you thought. Consider 

this brain region, your personal organiser it is just before your mind. This duality is very much you, 



but it is doing a lot of processing for you that you never in your wildest dreams, dreamt of… or 

visioned of. 

I have now given you a few regions of yourself starting with your eyes: 3d map, lookahead, …, 

personal organiser, mind. 

I hope this answers the question of self, that many of you wanted me to answer last time. I do not 

know how evolved this personal organiser is in all creatures, I would say it is there but as we have 

developed and become more complex so has this personal organiser become more complex. 

Thankfully no one is aware of it, er, yeah, cough, you are now. 

Our consciousness has a complex personal organiser, which makes you special. 

I also hope I have answered what makes you you. As for the both of you, you are you, embrace your, 

illusion of, free-will. The smarter you get the freer you will be. 

Could I be the one, hmm. I have no answer for this.  
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